
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

As an employer, do you understand that you are 

responsible for the workplace stress of your employees? 

  

Do you have a stress management solution in place? 

 

Let Busy Body manage this for you, with a tax-deductible 

Personal Training solution that comes to you! 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

WHY IS MANAGING STRESS IMPORTANT? 

Have you ever counted the cost of unproductive staff? Southern Cross Health Society have, and the 

stats are quite staggering: 

 
 

The statistic showing the greatest spike is stress, with a 23.5% increase reported in just 2 years. While short 

bursts of stress can be useful, prolonged or constant stress leads to hormone imbalances and eventually 

adrenal fatigue, where the adrenal gland is unable to produce cortisol and adrenalin, and the 

employee is running on empty. 

 

WHAT CAN BUSY BODY DO FOR STRESS LEVELS? 

Busy Body PT won the ‘Innovation of the Year’ Award at the NZ Exercise Industry Awards 

for our time-efficient program designed for busy professionals. Exercise is one of the best 

forms of stress management. With short challenging bursts of activity, our bodies release 

happy hormones (dopamine + endorphins) and a huge kick to the metabolism is 

delivered, with the results lasting for many days. Some of the amazing things that  

our sessions can do: 

• Boost energy levels, so the Employee is focused with a high output level; 

• Gain confidence and positivity, to become decisive with a can-do attitude; 

• Strengthen the immune system and fight off colds and the flu; 

• Relax, smile, laugh, and become a better team player ☺ 



 

 

Busy Body are also the Express Results Experts. We can provide all these benefits in a 

comprehensive full body session in less than 20 minutes! 

 

HOW DO YOU DELIVER THE PROGRAM? 

Through a mobile Personal Training solution that comes to you! We only need a small space - a spare 

office or meeting room is perfect. 

We require a minimum of 4 employees, and we train them one-on-one back to back with our 

specialised ‘Corporate Express’ functional strength session, once per week. This session challenges the 

muscles not the heart rate, so the employees will not get sweaty (no need for a shower afterwards!). 

The sessions include the following: 

- Postural assessment 

- Mobility and stability warm up 

- Full body functional strength exercises (including ‘core activation’ technique, no sit-ups 

 needed!) 

- Full body stretch 

- Neck, shoulder and back massage to end 

 Additionally, employees receive our complete support solution: 

- Motivational text messages with tips throughout the week 

- Weekly ‘Home Missions’ around cardio, nutrition, sleep and stress management 

- VIP facebook group 

- Phone app coming soon! 

 

HOW DOES THE PROGRAM WORK? 

Ross at Busy Body is an authorised provider of the ‘SMEAEP’ program. SMEAEP stands for ‘Stress 

Management Exercise Association Endorsed Program’. This program is approved by the IRD, and allows 

a business to claim our exercise sessions as stress management for Employees as a business expense. 

This means the business can claim the GST (15%) and the company year-end tax (28%), while being 

exempt from Fringe Benefit Tax (FBT). This is a win-win situation – the Employee gets a very high quality 

personal health and exercise solution, and the Employer get to claim up to 43% of the investment back! 

 

Investment: Per employee = $68 per week. After GST and year-end tax claim back, net rate = $42.57 

 

Common Investment scenarios: 

1) The company covers 100% of this health investment for their employees. Minimum weekly 

investment (4 people) = $170.28 (net). 

2) The company covers 50% of this health investment, and reduces the employee’s wage by $21.28 

each week. Minimum weekly investment (4 people) = $85.12 (net). 

3) Share the program with neighbouring businesses and invest as little as one employee each! 

 

GREAT, SO HOW DO I GET MY BUSINESS STARTED? 

Let’s talk! We can arrange a time to come and chat to your employees, and do a little demonstration 

completely free of charge. Once the training for your team is underway, we will provide a GST invoice 

for your business for the previous 2 months’ attendance of all the Employees improving their health 

through the SMEAEP program.  



 

 

Have more questions before getting underway? We’d be more than happy to answer them! Contact 

Ross on 021 BUSY GUY (2879 489) or ross@busybody.co.nz for any specific information on how the Busy 

Body SMEAEP program can work for you and your employees       
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